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FATIMA ZAROUAL
My name Fatima Ez Zahrae

Zaroual
I´m 13years old.

I have 2 brothers, 
2sisters and I´m the middle..



I was born in Meknes city,  in 
Morocco,  this is a big city.
I lived there with my parents until
2010, when they came to live here,  
in Salamanca.



Since I was 3, my father took me to school every day. 
It´s called “DRAOUI” (It´s a private school and my 
parents had to pay for it)



My brothers and I arrived to Spain
in last July.

My dad went to Morocco to pick 
us up.

When I arrived here, I didn´t
know any Spanish. 



ARRIVAL 
AT 
LUCÍA DE 

MEDRANO



MY FIRST DAY AT 
SCHOOL

• My father and my older sister( who
speaks a bit Spanish) came with me 
to do the registration and introduce 
myself at school.



I started to study without
speak any

First of all, I studied
special computer
programs ( selected
by special teachers
“ALISO” teachers).

After that I studied
books and 
vocabulary works
selected by my 
“Compensatoria” 
teacher.



Now, I am studying 1º and 
2º level “ESO”



My “compensatoria” teacher
oughts me to speak Spanish with
the few words that I was learning
helping for images and signs.



And she usually prohibited me 
speak in arabic to my mates, I 

always got angry with her but now, 
Ithink she was right and so I learn

Spanish faster. 



The most difficult for me
• Write in Spanish.

• Understand my mates when they
speak fast.



I wish to continue
learning Spanish

language to be able to
study.
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